OUTSIDE

Trévo represents a whole new category of super-nutrition
available to those desiring whole body wellness. Trévo’s formula
supports the maintenance of
•Immune System Health
•Energy
•Cellular Health
•Powerful Anti-aging Benefits
•Mental Focus & Cognition
•Weight Management
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THE EMBODIMENT OF SUPER-NUTRITION
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THE EMBODIMENT OF SUPER-NUTRITION

Whole body wellness is within reach. The revolutionary
power of Trévo supports your body’s natural functions to
FEED, SUPPORT & IGNITE your energy, your nutrition, and
your immune system.

INSIDE

An advanced nutritional supplement, Trévo was
developed to fill a need in our health system. Instead of
starting at the source of wellness by giving our body the
nutrition it needs, too often we focus on treating the aftereffects. Our modern diets are void of the vital nutrients
we need to live a full life, and that’s where Trévo steps in
with a pathway to whole body wellness.
Trévo provides your body with essential vitamins and
minerals, as well as vital trace minerals, amino acids,
essential fatty acids, powerful antioxidants, digestive
enzymes, and CO-Enzyme Q10, all in one delicious and
convenient formula.
The life-giving nutrients utilized in Trévo are sourced
from every corner of the earth. We utilize powerful
phytonutrients from exotic fruits as well as familiar fruits
and vegetables, green superfoods, sea vegetables, herbs,
and coral calcium complex to form a distinct supplement,
unmatched in its antioxidant power and nutrient levels.
Whole body wellness means raising the standard for your
quality of life: energy to spare, enhanced mental clarity,
vibrant health, and holistic well-being.

TRUE WELLNESS ON A CELLULAR LEVEL

Trévo has utilized the latest in cutting-edge antioxidant
measurements: Cell-based Antioxidant Protection in
Erythrocytes (CAP-e) testing. While our ingredients
speak for themselves, CAP-e testing demonstrates the
remarkable high level of natural antioxidants in Trévo.

THE SIMPLE ANSWER TO THIS DEFICIT?
TRÉVO HAS YOU COVERED.

Unmatched by any other nutritional supplements you will
find on the market, Trévo’s formula of 174 intentionallycurated ingredients provides you with a quick, delicious,
and convenient way to feed, support & ignite your body.
The powerful nutraceutical ingredients work synergistically
together; complementing and intensifying the beneficial
effects of each individual ingredient. The result is an
antioxidant-dense liquid offering exceptionally superior
vitamins and minerals to fill the gaps created by today’s
nutrient-depleted diets.

TRÉVO OFFERS A NATURAL WAY TO
SUPPLEMENT YOUR DIET.

There’s no harmful additives, no added sweeteners.
Trévo contains 13 essential vitamins, 14 minerals and
an antioxidant level impossible to consume through diet
alone. To meet the equivalent of a daily dose of Trévo,
you would have to visit the store daily to purchase and
consume a grocery cart filled to the brim with fruits and
vegetables. With Trévo, you can increase your time and
energy in more ways than one.

IS TREVO SWEETENED WITH SUGARSATURATED ADDITIVES?

No. Trévo is naturally sweetened with 100% pure fruit
juices, equipping your body to maintain a steady energy
without an unhealthy sugar rush (and subsequent sugar
crash). Natural sweetness and balanced ingredients
mean you can feel better, think clearer, and maintain your
energy on even your most hectic day.

UNLEASH THE POWER OF SYNERGY

INTENTIONAL NUTRITION
As a global community, we simply are not giving our
bodies the minerals, vitamins, and phytonutrients that
they require. Many of us walk around with nutrient
deficiencies shrouded by other health concerns or
modern life stressors. It’s time to be your own healthcare
advocate, and Trévo is ready to support you.
But where to start? Walk down any vitamins and
supplements aisle and prepare to be immediately
overwhelmed by the sheer volume of choices. Trévo gives
you an easy way to get the supplements you need. We’ve
done the research for you.
Maxed out pill boxes full of your daily regimen of vitamins
and supplements are a thing of the past when you
incorporate Trévo. You can revolutionize your health
by simplifying your routine with a single daily dose, no
prep time required. Each ingredient in our multi-faceted
formula was intentionally curated to work together to
support optimum health, creating the ideal combination
of elements that add up to more energy, resilience, and
mental clarity—whole body wellness.
The beauty of Trévo is its efficiency. Because it is so
naturally bioavailable, practically all of its nutrients are
absorbed. The same can’t be said for all the vitamin pills
and capsules you have to take with a meal. With Trévo,
you can take it whenever you choose, and your body
takes everything it needs and puts it all to work.

Synergy is the interaction of two or more ingredients or forces so that their combined effect is greater than the sum of their
individual effects. Trévo has taken this powerful concept to a whole new level when it comes to nutrition. Unlike most other
nutritional supplement products, Trévo does not rely on just one or two ingredients to provide the super-nutrition that your
body requires to function at its best. Instead, Trévo features 174 plant-based ingredients that work synergistically together,
complementing and intensifying the beneficial effects of each individual ingredient.
174 INGREDIENTS FROM AROUND THE GLOBE
•Powerful antioxidants
•24 exotic and garden fruits
•58 plant and sea trace minerals
•18 vegetables and sea vegetables
•25 herbs
•13 essential vitamins
•14 minerals
•20 amino acids
•5 green superfoods
•plant-sourced essential fatty acids
•1,000 mg of marine grade coral calcium complex
•citrus bioflavonoids
•cruciferous vegetables
•digestive enzymes
•phytonutrients
•graviola
•Co-enzyme Q10
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How does Trévo help provide whole body wellness?
We believe a holistic approach to nutrition and a realistic
approach to food is the answer.
The truth is the world has changed. Our agricultural systems—
in an effort to keep up with advances in infrastructure,
technology and demand—can’t produce the same wholesome
and nutrient-rich products as before. Our soil, and therefore
our food is depleted of the nutrients we require to live a full life.
A simple home-cooked meal may feed your hunger, but it no
longer meets your needs. Following the food pyramid may have
nourished your family growing up, but most of today’s foods are
highly processed, trying to compensate for the flavors that used
to be intrinsic to a dinner comprised of whole foods.

CERTIFIED TO DELIVER A QUALITY PRODUCT
YOU CAN TRUST
-Tested and certified by Brunswick Laboratories
-100% vegetarian, free of any meat, poultry or seafood
-Certified drug free seal by BSCG, the leader in
supplement and certification testing.
-Certified Kosher
-Certified Halal

RECORD-SETTING ANTIOXIDANT POWER
With astonishing ORAC antioxidant testing results, Trévo’s
nutrient-dense formula has skyrocketed into an entirely separate
category of bioavailable antioxidant nutrition far above juice
drinks or other nutritional products. If you do not get at least
4,000-5,000 ORAC units of antioxidant-type nutrition per day
in your body, you are quickly losing against time. Antioxidants
fight against an increased risk of chronic diseases directly linked
to free radical damage.
ORAC stands for Oxygen Radical Absorbance Capacity. Trévo
has scored a phenomenal ORAC rating of over 373,000 units
per 32 ounce bottle. That is nearly 12,000 ORAC units in every
fabulous ounce.

Supplement Facts
Serving Size: 1 fl. oz. / 30 ml
Servings Per Bottle: 16
32
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DELICIOUS & CONVENIENT
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DIRECTIONS
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UNIQUE. Trévo’s 174 nutraceuticals give you the most
advanced, one-of-a-kind formula ever developed.
EASY. No more guessing about what your body needs. We’ve
done the work for you. Enjoy Trévo every day to give your
body the vital nutrients it needs to function at its very best.
COMPLETE. Gathered from the four corners of the globe and
masterfully combined into a highly bioavailable liquid containing
essential vitamins and minerals, powerful antioxidants, amino
acids, essential fatty acids, and vital trace minerals.
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ADULTS: Enjoy 1 or 2 servings daily as a nutritional supplement. If desired,
serving may be added to fruit juice or water.
DIRECTIONS
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TESTIMONIES
“I’m a firm believer in the health benefits of cleansing, but I found most
cleansing products to be too harsh for my system. Then I discovered
Trévo. With its natural detox ingredients, Trévo helps keep my internal
systems in great working order while also giving me extra energy
without caffeine or sugar. When I fast, I mix a couple of ounces of
Trévo into my water so I know that my body is still getting everything
it needs from a nutritional standpoint. I love Trévo and won’t ever be
with it!” – Glenda C.
“I just got back from walking into my cardiologist check-up 50 lbs
lighter than my last appointment! And I’m walking much faster,
breathing much more freely, and my blood pressure was the best it’s
been in over 12 years! I LOVE MY TREVO! Oh yeah, I look good, too!”
– Kelly S.
“I am a businessman who deals with stress on a regular basis. This
constant stress caused my physical health to deteriorate, and I always
felt exhausted. I began taking Trévo a month ago, and I am very happy
to report that my health is in good condition. I confidently recommend
Trévo to everyone who has a busy life.” – Babajide
“I was diagnosed with MS (Multiple Sclerosis) while I was still a
teenager. When I was first introduced to Trévo, I took it to my
doctor to get his thoughts about this product. He told me that a
large number of Trévo’s ingredients are known to provide powerful
cellular protection as well as central nervous system support, and
recommended that I try it. Today, I feel better, am able to think more
clearly, and even get around better than I have in years.” – Karen W.
“We simply are not getting the minerals, vitamins, and phytonutrients
that our bodies require. That is why I am such a strong proponent
of Trévo. I have never seen a liquid nutritional formula that is so
completely absorbed into the gastrointestinal tract or that works as
well as this product does.” – Dr. Brian Wilmovsky, wellness expert and
best-selling author
“Trévo has given my life back to me; not a life filled with debilitating
pain and suffering, but a life filled with joy, good health, and fulfillment.
And I’m so grateful and feel so blessed that it was my son, Mark, who
gave this precious gift to me.” – Georgia Stevens, Mark’s mother

